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HID Walkthroughs
This document is a supplement to the HID Manual. It is a guide that is intended to walk you stepby-step through some common activities, as well as considering a few different starting points
for your work with the HID. These walkthroughs assume a basic understanding of how to login
and navigate the HID web application, as well as an understanding of the terms used to describe
the HID and its functions. It is recommended that you refer to the HID Manual’s glossary if there
are terms you do not understand. All words in italics are included in the glossary. Please refer to
the HID Manual for more detailed instructions on how to use the HID web app or if you need
help trouble-shooting.

List of Walkthroughs
Walkthrough 1: Complete Data Entry from Paper Assessment Forms
Walkthrough 2: Complete Data Entry using Existing Online Assessments
Walkthrough 3: Enter or Alter Data for an Existing Subject
Walkthrough 4: Migrate Data to the HID
Walkthrough 5: Design a new Assessment Protocol that is Compatible with the
HID
Walkthrough 6: Find Shared HID Data that is Relevant to Your Work
Walkthrough 7: Download Data from the HID
The Walkthroughs in this document address two primary activities relevant to the HID: entering
data and downloading data. There are however, different starting points that initiate these
activities
- If you have paper assessment forms and want to complete data entry into the HID, see
walkthrough 1;
- If you want to use existing online assessments in the HID to enter new data, see
Walkthrough 2;
- If you want to enter data or alter data for an existing subject, see Walkthrough 3;
- If you have existing data that is entered into a database other than the HID and want
to migrate it to the HID, see Walkthrough 4;
- If you want to design a new assessment protocol that is compatible with the HID, see
Walkthrough 5;
- If you want to peruse data in the HID that is relevant to your work, see Walkthrough
6; or
- If you want to download data from the HID, see Walkthrough 7.
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Walkthrough 1: Complete Data Entry from Paper Assessment
Forms
All subject data that is entered into the HID by hand uses an online assessment form. The HID
already contains many study protocols and online assessment forms used by others to enter data.
If this is your first time using the HID to enter data, or it is the first time you are using the HID to
enter data from a particular project, the chances are that an online assessment form that matches
your paper assessment forms, does not exist in the HID. You may want to make sure that this is
the case by seeing what assessment forms are available online through the HID. To check the
available assessments, follow the instructions below, otherwise skip to Step 2:

Step 1: See if an existing online assessment form suits your needs.
Login to the HID and click on the Query Assessments Link in the navigation bar. This will take
you to the first page of the Assessment Query Builder. A list of existing assessments in the
database is provided on this screen. If one of these assessments appears to fit the assessment you
would like to enter, you can proceed to enter data using that assessment. Follow Walkthrough 2
to locate the assessment for data entry purposes. Part of the benefit of using the HID, however, is
to use online assessment forms that are identical to the paper forms to enhance the ease of data
entry. If you find that the assessment you located is not appropriate for data entry, proceed to
Step 2 of this walkthrough.

Step 2: Create a new online assessment form
The HID is intended to be used in conjunction with other BIRN tools. The Clinical Assessment
Layout Manager, (CALM), is used to create online assessment forms. This tool allows you to
create an online assessment form that is identical to the paper assessment form used in your
research, to increase the ease of data entry. CALM provides an editing tool that can be used with
no technical or programming experience. The CALM tool automatically links the input fields in
the form you create with those in the HID database. Please download the CALM tool and refer to
the CALM manual to create a new assessment. Once you have completed your new online
assessment form, you can proceed to Walkthrough 2.

Walkthrough 2: Complete Data Entry using Existing Online
Assessments
In this walkthrough you are entering data into the HID using an existing online assessment form.
To see a list of existing online assessment forms, login to the HID and click on the Query
Assessments Link in the navigation bar. This will take you to the first page of the Assessment
Query Builder. A list of existing assessments in the database is provided on this screen. You
should see the name of the online assessment form you will be using. If not, please return to
Walkthrough 1.
To begin entering data into a particular online assessment form you must first create the subject
for which you will enter data and associate this subject to an experiment. This walkthrough
assumes that you have not already created an experiment. To enter subjects to an existing
experiment and study group, skip to Step 3.
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Step 1: Create an Experiment
Login to the HID and click on the add icon under the “Experiment” menu item in the navigation
bar.

Detail: Experiment Menu
This will take you to the “Add Experiment” screen (see Figure 2.1). Provide the mandatory
experiment name, select the contact person from the available contacts dropdown menu, provide
an optional experiment description, and press the “Add” button. This will take you to the
“Experiment Information” screen (see Figure 2.3).

Step 2: Create a Study Group
This step is optional. If you wish to organize your subjects in this experiment by study group,
you will have to enroll each subject in a study group. From the “Experiment Information” screen
(Figure 2.3), press the “Add Study Group” button to add a new study group. This will take you to
the “New Study Group” screen (Figure 2.4). Select the research group type from the dropdown
list, provide the name of the new study group, provide an optional study group description and
press the “Add” button at the bottom right of the screen when you are done. This will return you
to the “Experiment Information” screen.

Step 3: Create a new subject
To add a new subject press the add icon in the Subject section of the navigation bar.

Detail: Subject Menu
This will take you to the subject addition screen (see Figure 2.6). Press the “Create SubjectID”
button to create a new unique BIRN ID for your subject. You may also enter a date of birth, a
Local ID and a subject name. These fields are optional but recommended. The Local ID and
subject name are protected data, which means that only users of the HID at your local site will
be able to view this information.
After creating a subject, the subject will not be associated to any experiment; the next step will
be to enroll the new subject in an experiment. You must note the BIRN ID number for your new
subject so that you can enroll them in the experiment you created.

Step 4: Enroll the Subject in the Experiment and Study Group
Return to the “Experiment Information” screen (Figure 2.3) by clicking on the lookup icon in the
Experiment section of the navigation bar.
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Press the “Enroll” button on the to enroll a new subject in the experiment. This will take you to
the “Subject Enrollment” screen (see Figure 2.5). Select the newly created subject from the
“Available Subjects” scroll menu, and then select the study group the subject will be in from the
“Subject Groups” scroll menu and press the “Enroll” button. This will return you to the
“Experiment Information” screen (Figure 2.3). You will see the subject ID number in the
“Enrolled Subjects” list with the name of the Study Group in parentheses to the right of their ID
number.

Step 5: Begin Entering Subject Data
The next step is to add a visit and segment for the subject. From the “Experiment Information”
screen (Figure 2.3), double-click on the ID number of the subject to go to the subject
management screen for that subject (see Figure 2.8). If you need to find this screen you can also
click on the lookup icon in the “Subjects” section of the navigation bar and locate the subject
from the “Select A Subject” scroll menu. Double-click to go to the subject’s subject management
screen.
In the subject management screen (see Figure 2.8), click the “New Visit” button. Provide the
mandatory visit date, visit time, and optional description and click the “Add” button. You will
now see an “Add Study” button (see Figure 2.8b); click the “Add Study” button. Provide names
and descriptions for the Study and Segment. The date and time are mandatory and will by default
match the date and time of the visit. The visit date and segment date must be the same. Violation
of this will result in a validation error.
After that, you will see the first visit and its first segment for the newly created subject in the
subject management screen (see Figure 2.8c). Now, you are ready for adding clinical
assessments to visit segments

Step 6: Add Clinical Assessment Data
From the subject management screen (Figure 2.8c), click the “Manage” button in the “Segments”
section of the screen. This will take you to the “Segment Management” screen (see Figure
2.12b). From this screen you can also edit and add additional segments.
Choose the segment to which you wish to add an assessment from the date and time dropdown
list. Next, choose an assessment type from the dropdown list of assessments just before the “Add
Assessments” button and click the “Add Assessment” button. If you already have an existing
assessment, the name of the existing assessment will be listed with some data from the
assessment (see Figure 2.12c).
You will arrive at the cover page of the selected assessment (Figure 2.13). On this screen there
are always 5 mandatory fields, namely:
-

Date – the date, in mm/dd/yyyy format, the assessment is done (which is the same as
the date of the segment);
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-

Time – the time, in hh:mm military time format i.e. 13:45 and 01:45 are 12 hours
apart.

-

Informant ID – the BIRN ID for the informant

-

Informant Relation – the relation of the informant to the subject.

-

Clinical Rater

Press the “Next” button at the bottom of the screen to go to subsequent pages of the assessment if
any exist. Click “Previous” to go back to a previous page in the assessment. Click the “Submit”
button on the last page of the assessment to exit the assessment. All “Next,” “Previous,” and
“Submit” buttons save data already entered. After each assessment page, the data entered so far
is saved to the database. You may leave an assessment and return later to continue data entry on
an existing assessment.
For questions in the assessment data that are left unanswered, use the pull down list provided to
the left of the question heading to provide a reason why the question was not answered.
Once the assessment is finished, you can click the edit icon in the Subject section of the
navigation bar. This will return you to the subject management screen for the subject you are
currently working on. Select the visit you want to view from the “Visit Date” dropdown list. A
list of all existing segments will be shown in the “Segments” section of the screen, (see Figure
2.8c). Click the “Manage” button to go to the segment management screen (Figure 2.12c) and
select the segment you just added from the segment date and time dropdown list. You can start
editing the assessment (if you want) by click the “Edit” button next to it. You can also complete
double data entry for extra precaution against human error by clicking the “Add Second Entry”
button. See the HID Manual for a discussion of the Double Data Entry Support feature (Section
2.3).

Walkthrough 3: Enter or Alter Data for an Existing Subject
This walkthrough will help you to navigate through the HID screens to locate a particular
subject, visit, study, and segment so that you can add new data to an existing subject or alter
existing subject data.

Step 1: Locate the Subject
Press the lookup icon in the subject section of the navigation bar. This will take you to the “Find
Subjects / Select a Subject” screen (see Figure 2.7). Locate the subject in the “Select a Subject”
scroll menu and double-click on the subject ID to go to the subject management screen (See
Figure 2.8b or 2.8c). You can also use the search feature to help you find the subject.

Detail: Subject Lookup Search Feature
This will provide you with a set of search results (see Figure 2.9). From the search results, click
the “Edit” button to the right of the subject you wish to maintain.
5

Step 2: Select the Experiment, Visit, and Segment
If the subject already has visit data, the screen may appear similar to Figure 2.8b, if it already has
assessment data, it may appear similar to Figure 2.8c. (If there are no existing visits, you need to
add a visit. See Walkthrough 2, Step 5 to add a visit.)
Select an experiment from the experiment pull down list in the “Experiment” section of the
screen. The screen may take a moment to refresh with the data for that experiment. Next, select a
visit by choosing the appropriate visit date from the visit date pull down list in the “Visit” section
of the screen. The screen will momentarily refresh with the information for that visit. Select a
study from the “Study Name” pull down list in the “Study” section of the screen. Click the
“Manage” button in the “Segments” section of the screen. This will take you to the “Segment
Management” screen (Figure 2.12c). Select the segment from the segment date and time pull
down list. The screen will momentarily refresh with the information for that segment. You
should see a list of the existing assessments for that segment in the “Assessments” section of the
screen. You can use the plus sign
and minus sign
to view and hide the details for each
assessment.

Step 3: Add new data or edit existing data
Click the “Edit” button to the right of the assessment name that you wish to edit, or click select
an assessment from the pull down list and click the “Add Assessment” button to add a new
assessment.
You will arrive at the cover page of the selected assessment (similar to Figure 2.13). On this
screen there are always 5 mandatory fields, namely:
-

Date – the date, in mm/dd/yyyy format, the assessment is done (which is the same as
the date of the segment);

-

Time – the time, in hh:mm military time format i.e. 13:45 and 01:45 are 12 hours
apart.

-

Informant ID – the BIRN ID for the informant

-

Informant Relation – the relation of the informant to the subject.

-

Clinical Rater

Press the “Next” button at the bottom of the screen to go to subsequent pages of the assessment if
any exist. Click “Previous” to go back to a previous page in the assessment. Click the “Submit”
button on the last page of the assessment to exit the assessment. All “Next,” “Previous,” and
“Submit” buttons save data already entered. After each assessment page, the data entered so far
is saved to the database. You may leave an assessment and return later to continue data entry on
an existing assessment.
For questions in the assessment data that are left unanswered, use the pull down list provided to
the left of the question heading to provide a reason why the question was not answered.
Once the assessment is finished, you can click the edit icon in the Subject section of the
navigation bar. This will return you to the subject management screen for the subject you are
currently working on. Select the visit you want to view from the “Visit Date” dropdown list. A
list of all existing segments will be shown in the “Segments” section of the screen, (see Figure
2.8c). Click the “Manage” button to go to the segment management screen (Figure 2.12c) and
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select the segment you just added from the segment date and time dropdown list. You can start
editing the assessment (if you want) by click the “Edit” button next to it. You can also complete
double data entry for extra precaution against human error by clicking the “Add Second Entry”
button. See the HID Manual for a discussion of the Double Data Entry Support feature (Section
2.3).

Walkthrough 4: Migrate Data to the HID
It will often be the case when you decide to use the HID to share and maintain data that you will
already have existing methods for collecting and entering your data. A benefit of the HID web
app is that it aims to transition you to your new HID projects smoothly by allowing you to retain
many of your existing practices. The Clinical Assessment Layout Manager (CALM) allows you
to create online assessment forms that are identical to the paper assessment forms you have used
in the past. The CALM tool requires no technical or programming experience and automatically
links the input fields in your new online assessment form with the HID database.
However, there are times that you will have massive amounts of data that you have already
entered into database software such as Microsoft Excel. You may not want to create an online
assessment form and re-enter the data by hand. Instead you will want to migrate your data to the
HID in bulk.
In order to migrate your data in bulk you will have to make modifications to your data so that it
is compatible with the HID. You should consult your local HID web administrator as well as
members of BIRN and the BIRN Coordinating Center (BIRN-CC). They will help you to modify
your existing database. You will begin by creating an online version of your assessments through
the CALM tool. A member of BIRN can then use this to create an excel template that has the
appropriate columns and format that will match your data and the HID’s requirements. You will
then migrate your data into the new template. One change that may arise in this transition is that
the HID requires all data for a particular assessment score variable to be entered as a numerical
value that refers to the answer given by the subject. For example if the answers to a particular
assessment question are a) subject has experienced headaches, b) subject has not experienced
headaches, both a) and b) will be entered for all subjects, and a value of 1 or 2 will indicate
which score was noted for a particular subject. The creation of an online assessment form using
the CALM tool will help to negotiate this transition.
You then will need to contact your local HID web administrator to have them upload your HIDready data to the HID. This will require use of an “upload script” that can only be used by web
administrators. This “upload script” is likely to be made available to general users in the future,
whereby the entire process of bulk migration of data to the HID will be automated.

Walkthrough 5: Design a new Assessment Protocol that is
Compatible with the HID
If your current project requires you to create a new assessment protocol, this is a perfect
opportunity to make use of the benefits of the BIRN tools, while making your data easier to
maintain, share, and query. Consider your requirements for a paper form that you will use during
data collection. Next, use the Clinical Assessment Layout Manager (CALM) to design your
assessment form. CALM provides an editing tool that can be used with no technical or
programming experience. The CALM tool automatically links the input fields in the form you
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create with those in the HID database. By using CALM you will be able to complete data entry
into an online form that is identical to the one you use for data collection. Please download the
CALM tool and refer to the CALM manual to create a new assessment. The CALM tool will
also provide you access to the layout templates for existing assessments in the HID database as
well as other example templates. Use these templates to help you design your new assessment
protocol.
After completing your data collection, you can now use the HID for data entry. The HID enables
you to add experiments, study groups, and subject visits. You can then add the assessment data
for each subject with ease. To locate and enter data for a subject, see Walkthrough 2.

Walkthrough 6: Find Shared HID Data that is Relevant to Your
Work
The HID provides an “Assessment Query Builder” so that you can customize a query to suit your
research needs. It is likely that you will want to perform different queries on the same set of data.
The Assessment Query Builder allows you to build a data set that is relevant to you, which you
can then query repeatedly using different search parameters. You can save any query that you
build to search through the derived data set for that query at a later time.

Step 1: Build a Query
Login to the HID and click the “Query Assessments” menu item in the navigation bar. This will
take you to the “Assessment Selection” screen (Figure 3.1). This screen provides a full list of
assessment types with a brief description of each, where provided. Select by clicking the
checkbox next to each assessment type you wish to include in your query. You can select one or
more assessments to include in your query. Click the “Continue” button. This will take you to the
“Score Selection” screen (see Figure 3.2 for an example). This provides a list of the available
scores for each assessment that you previously selected. Select by clicking the checkbox next to
those scores you wish to include in your query. You can press the “Previous” button at any time
to make changes to your previous selections. Press “Continue” when you are done building your
query. This will take you the “Query” screen (Figure 3.3).

Step 2: Perform a Query
Once you have completed the selection of assessments and scores, the HID has essentially
derived a data set to query. It has collected all the data sets that match your selection of
assessment scores. As you can see, the “Query” screen allows you to set parameters for the
values or range of values for each of the assessment scores you selected in the Assessment Query
Builder. This means that there are many different queries you might perform on this derived data
set. You can set the parameters and run the query by clicking the “Query” button, or you can
save the derived data set for future use by clicking the “Save Query” button.

Step 3: Save your Query
On the “Query” screen (Figure 3.3) you can save a query by clicking the “Save Query” button at
the top left side of the screen. This will take you to the “Save Query” screen (Figure 3.4).
Provide a unique name for your query in the “Query Description” field. You will use this name
to access your saved query in the future. Press the “Save Query” button when you are done
providing a description.
8

Step 4: Load your Query
By saving your query you can use it again during the same session using the HID or login at a
later time and use the same query. To use a saved query, click the “Query Assessments” link on
the navigation bar. On the first screen of the Assessment Query Builder (Figure 3.5) a “Saved
Queries” dropdown list will appear at the top of the screen. Select the query name you provided
and click the “Load” button. This will automatically load the assessment types from the list that
you included in your saved query. Click the “Continue” button to proceed to the “Score
Selection” screen (Figure 3.2). You can also make modifications to the loaded query on any page
of the Assessment Query Builder. Click the “Continue” button to proceed to the “Query” screen.
You can set parameters for your query and run the query by clicking the “Query” button.
If you are connected to multiple HID sites, you will also be able to perform a mediated query.
Click the “Mediated Query” button to perform your query on data in all the HID sites to which
you are connected. For more information about mediated queries, see the HID Manual Section
3.4.2.

Step 5: Browse your Query Results
Once you have selected parameters and clicked the “Query” button you will be taken to the
Query Results screen (Figure 3.6). This screen provides a list of derived data that matches the
selections you have made in the Assessment Query Builder. The list will include the Subject ID
number, the experiment name, the visit number and date, the segment number, the site ID for the
HID database where the data resides, and the values that matched your search. If there are no
results from your query an error message will appear.
From this screen you can explore the derived data, run some statistical analysis on the derived
data using the tools on this screen, export a comma-separated-values file, or schedule downloads
of the data for analysis on your local computer using your own methods and tools.
To Browse your results, navigate through the pages of results by clicking on a page number to go
to that page or by using the double >> for the next screen and the double << for the previous
screen.

Detail: Navigating Multiple Pages of Results
You can also view some metadata for each Subject that was returned by your Query. Click on
the Subject ID number, to see details about each subject. This will take you to the Subject Visit
Information Screen, which provides a list of all visits for this subject and experiment (see Figure
3.7). The list includes the Visit Type, Visit Date, Visit ID number, Segment ID number,
Protocol, Protocol Version, and Study type.
Click the “Show Detail” button in the upper right corner of the screen to view details about the
Segments that matched the criteria from your query. Clicking this button will reveal details about
the Assessment and Score values for these Segments (see Figure 3.7b). Click the “Hide Detail”
button in the upper right corner of the screen to hide these details.
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Scroll down the Subject Visit Information Screen to view visits with imaging data. This imaging
data will be available for you to browse directly through the HID.

Walkthrough 7: Download Data from the HID
This walkthrough assumes that you have located data that you wish to download for analysis on
your local computer. The HID provides some web-based statistical analysis tools. For more
information about these tools see the HID Manual Section 3.5.3.
It is important to understand that the HID web app allows you to browse and explore the data
resulting from your Query, however in order to download the resulting datasets you must first
schedule a download. This is because the data that you can browse and explore is in the form of
metadata which is accessible due to the HID’s software which tracks this metadata. To
download the datasets to your local computer the HID must first download the dataset to the
local web server from the site where the data resides. Because the speed of this download
depends on your server as well as those at the data site, the HID web app allows you to schedule
a download that will occur even if you are logged out of the HID web app. You can wait for this
download to complete and then download the results from the HID to your local computer. You
may also logout and return later to download the results to your local computer
There are three different ways of downloading data. You can download subject assessment data
in the form of Batch Queries, you can download imaging data in bulk through the Data Bundles
download feature, or you can browse and download individual image series.

Step 1: Deciding which type of download you need
First, follow Walkthrough 6 to locate data relevant to your research. If your query has narrowed
down on a set of subjects whose imaging data you know will be of interest to you, use the Data
Bundles method to download these imaging data: proceed to Step 2. If you have been browsing
through the subjects matching your query and viewing their image data directly through the HID
and locate an image series you wish to download, then this is the best method: proceed to Step 5.
If you have derived a large pool of subject data and want to perform some statistical analysis on
this data, then you should use a Batch Query: proceed to Step 3.

Step 2: Create a Data Bundle
From the Query Results screen (Figure 3.6), select a subject to include in your Data Bundle, by
clicking the shopping cart icon
next to that subject. An alert message to the right of the
Shopping Cart will inform you of how many items you currently have in your Cart.
After clicking the shopping cart next to all the subjects you wish to include,
click the Data Bundle Shopping Cart in the upper right corner of the Query Results screen.
Click once on the Shopping Cart to view your Data Bundle Shopping Cart contents. This
will take you to the Shopping Cart Management screen (see Figure 3.12).
On this screen you will see a list of all the Subject data that you have placed into your Shopping
Cart. Each data item will be listed by Subject ID number and a navigation tree allows you to
view the experiments, visits, assessments/segments, and score variables included for each
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subject. Click on the plus sign to reveal more details (see Figure 3.12b). It may take a moment
for the Shopping Cart contents list to populate with details. If no details are available this is
because these Subjects’ data contain no image data.
To create a Data Bundle, provide a name for the Data Bundle in the “Bundle Name” field at the
top of the screen. (This name will be used to identify your Bundle on the “Manage Jobs” screen
when the Data Bundle is ready for you to download to your local computer.) Next, select which
data items in your Shopping Cart to include in the Bundle. Click on the checkbox to the left of
the Experiment Name to include the entire experiment for a Subject in your Bundle. If you wish
to include only particular visits, assessments/segments, or score variables in your Data Bundle
click on the plus sign
to reveal these details (see Figure 3.12b) then click on a checkbox next
to the items you wish to include.
After selecting the Subject image data items to include in your Data Bundle, the “Download
Size” alert will confirm how large the download will be (in bytes). The “Download Size” alert
message is located just below the “Bundle Name” field at the top of the screen.

Detail: Download Size Alert
When you are ready, click on the “Schedule Download” button at the bottom right of the screen.
After clicking the “Schedule Download” button, a confirmation message will appear (see Figure
3.13) that contains a Job ID number. Proceed to Step 4.

Step 3: Create a Batch Query
The Batch Query allows you to download full assessment data sets for the subjects that resulted
from your Query. To run a Batch Query, click on the “Batch Query” button at the top left corner
of the Query Results screen (Figure 3.6). This will take you to the “Batch Query Submission”
screen (see Figure 3.11). Provide a description or name for your Batch Query in the
“Description” field. Select which Assessments you would like to download for the subjects that
matched your Query. When you are ready click the “Batch Query” button at the bottom right
corner of the screen.
Once you have completed your Batch Query submission you will be returned to the Query
Results screen. A message on the navigation bar above the “Manage Jobs” menu item will alert
you to the number of Batch Jobs you have scheduled or that are ready for you to download.

Step 4: Download Data to your local computer
Again, it is important to understand that by creating a Data Bundle or Batch Query you and
scheduling a download, you have not downloaded the data to your local computer. When you
schedule a download, the HID downloads the data to the local web server from the site where the
data resides. Once the data is downloaded to your local web server, you can download it to your
local computer by clicking on the “Manage Jobs” menu item in the navigation bar. This will take
you to the Job Management screen (see Figure 3.15). This screen lists the downloads you have
scheduled and the Job ID number, data type, date of download, data description, download
status, size of data (in bytes), and number of downloads for each job. The data type will indicate
which kind of job you have scheduled. The data description will be the name you provided
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where applicable. The status will indicate if the scheduled job is ready for you to download to
your local computer. To remove a scheduled job from this list, click the “Remove” button for
that job. You can download the same job multiple times; for example you may log on to the HID
from different machines and wish to download the data to multiple computers. The number of
downloads indicator will keep track of how many times you have downloaded the same set of
data.
Clicking on the “Download” button will open up a dialogue window on your local computer
asking you how and where you prefer to save the download. A Batch Query will download as a
Comma Separated Values file. You may then use this file with your own database or statistical
analysis software. Your download is now complete, you can skip Step 5.

Step 5: Download Individual Imaging Series
You also have the option to download specific image data series directly, while browsing Subject
data. From the Query Results screen (Figure 3.6), select a specific subject by clicking on the
Subject ID number, which is an active link. This will take you to the Subject Screen (Figure 3.7),
which contains a list of all visits for this subject and experiment. After browsing to the image
data for the subject, where applicable, you will see a message for each image data series
explaining how to download that particular image series (see Figure 3.14). Click the “Download
as AFNI BRIK” button to download that image series. You may also browse for a specific image
by clicking the “Browse Image Data” button. From the Browse Image Data screen you can select
a single image to download.
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